
b) Prove that a graph G is tree if and only.if it 6
is minimally connected.

8. c) Prove that every tree has a centre which
consists of either a single vertex or h^/o

adjacent vertices.
d) Prove that a binary tree of n vertices has
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2. Attempt one question from each unit.

[NIT.I
1. a) Prove that a simple graph with n vertices 6

must be connected if it has more than
(n-l)(n l) .

b) Verify'Havel Hakimi theorem for degree 6
seqtence \2.2,4,3,1).

2. c) Draw the incident matrix of the following 6
graph. Also write observaiions.

6

6
(n+I)

oendanl ve ices

IJNIT.V
9. a) Find shortest spanning b€e by using

I{ruskal's algorithm.
c;(10)

ea( l0) cr(5)

!(ls)
b) Define. 6

i) fuborescence. ii) Network.
iii) Regular diagraph.

10. c) Prove that every cut s€t in a connected 6
graph G must contain at least one branch of
every spanning tree of G.

d) Prove that an arborescence is a tree in 6
which every vertex of it other than one root
has an in-degree of exactly one.

6

h

d

d) Are the h,,Jo graphs given below
isomorphic? Why?

6

14

er(20)
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UNIT.II
3. a) Show that vertex connectivity of any gmph 6

G cannot exceed the edge connectivitgr of
G.

b) State Manger's theorem in vertex forrn and 6
edge form.

4. c) kove that every cut s€t in a nonsepnrable
graph with more than two vetices contains
at least two edges.

d) Define vertex connectivity, edge
conn€ctivity. Find all bridges & cut vertices
in the following graph.

b) Prove that a graph is Eulerian if and only if 6
degree of each vertex is even.

6. c) Which ol the Iollowing graphs have a
Hamiltonian circuit?

6

6

6
(GEph Gr)

I, r( i) D

(crq'h(ir)

d) Prove that an Euler graph G is arbitrary
traceable from vertex V in G iff every
circuit in G contains V.

UNIT.IV
7. a) Find all spanning trees of the following

graph.

6

6

UNIT.III
5. a) Show that the following qraph is Eulerian

and find an Eulerian circuit in G.
6

('
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